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Presentation Abstract: In this session, we will examine the paradigms 

by which we view future risk and how these paradigms shape our actions.  
The term “black swan” was made popular by Nassim Taleb and describes a 
significant event that surprises everyone because our outlook on what was 
possible is too narrow - an example being 9/11. A “grey rhino” event is a 
highly probable and understood (but ignored) threat - for example, a major 
earthquake in California. The term “dragon king” refers to an event that is 
extremely large or has an outsized impact and is statistically an outlier – 
Three Mile Island serves as an example here. Why do disasters usually 
take us by surprise?  Can we learn to anticipate even “impossible” events?  
What will it take to move from being “resilient” to becoming truly “anti-
fragile”?  How will be manage the unmanageable?   We will also consider 
the “Big 5” potential disasters that will require changes in governance, 
policy, organization, and resources.  Profound and extended drought, 
intense and catastrophic flooding, widespread and severe cyber 
disruptions, massive population migrations, and geopolitical conflict - each 
of these will fundamentally challenge our government, education, 
community, and private sector organizations in ways we have to yet to 



imagine.  How do you view future hazards - will you be ready?  Come help 
find the answers for questions we are all just starting to ask. 
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